Design and fabrication of a capillary cell culture chamber for the study of convective flow.
The use of capillary culture chambers as artificial pancreas and artificial liver devices would be aided by an improved ability to control the movement of molecules through the capillary walls. The modeling and analysis of the flow and mass transfer in capillary cell culture chambers in which cultured mammalian cells are grown to form masses with tissue density in the extra-capillary spaces is desirable as a basis for scaleup and optimization of the particular microenvironment. The relative roles of diffusion and ultrafiltration with convection in enhancing mass transfer across the capillary membranes are poorly understood in real cell cultures and the effects on culture viability of flow conditions chosen to promote convective flow across the capillary membranes and through the cultured cell masses are also of interest. In this report, experience with materials and techniques for fabricating capillary culture chambers with a more readily analyzed fully defined regular geometric relationship between 90 to 100 capillaries in a parallel bundle is described. High and low pressure capillaries were interspersed in a regular array. Evidence is presented for retention of cell viability during flow conditions which were chosen to induce convective flow through the cultured cells in such a chamber.